Students are expected to make a 20 minute presentation on their paper topics (10 to 15 minutes for presentation; 5 to 10 minutes for discussion). Presentations will be assessed according to the criteria on the distributed and posted assessment form. Presentations will be scored out of 10 marks. Students will distribute one page outlining their topic and the key points to be made at least one week prior to their presentations.

Monday, March 12, 2018
2:30 to 2:50  Stephanie Poier  Females in Canada’s Prison System
2:50 to 3:10  Dylan Turner  Sociology and Psychology of False Confession
3:10 to 3:30  Morgan Smerek  Sociology of Divisive Politics
3:30 to 3:50  Sam Riley  Over Representation of Indigenous People in the Correctional Facilities
3:50 to 4:10  Break
4:10 to 4:30  Lily Engel  The Feminization of Poverty
4:30 to 4:50  ____________________________________________
4:50 to 5:10  ____________________________________________
5:10 to 5:30  ____________________________________________

Monday, March 19, 2018
2:30 to 2:50  Sarah Furutani
2:50 to 3:10  Shantelle Sjuberg  Women’s Rights
3:10 to 3:30  Jacqueline Eckel  Foreign Intervention in Iraq and the Rise of ISIS
3:30 to 3:50  Brooklynn Radmacher  Irving Goffman: Back and Front Stage in the Family
3:50 to 4:10  Break
4:10 to 4:30  Chloe Golding  Crime and Punishment: effectiveness
4:30 to 4:50  Kyla Auger  Indigenous Women in North Africa
4:50 to 5:10  Brandon Tull
5:10 to 5:30  ____________________________________________